The Storm Keepers Island by Catherine Doyle

The work has been organised into sections of approximately 30-40 minutes each.
Sections are denoted by Light house Symbol

Chapter 1&2
Find Dublin on a map of the UK (Ireland) and the Island Arranmore- look up on Wikipedia.
P3 Describe how Fionn feels about his sister, and how can you tell?
P6 Who are the children going to visit this Summer?
P10 Why does Fionn call his sister ‘Columbus’ and then ‘Lucifer’
Find the meaning of
Ironic page 11
Hallucinated page 16
Briars

Banshee page 45
Feral page 66

P18 What is the meaning of ‘You look a bit green lad or are you just patriotic?’
P20 What is your impression of Grandfather, do you like him? Why/why not?
P22 What is Fionn uncertain about and why?

Chapter 3
P34 Why is this written in italics, ‘And I think my head is about to explode’
P43 Why do you think Fionn is afraid of the sea or being sea sick?

What questions do you have about Fionn’s Grandfather?

Chapter 4
P45 Fionn thinks a lot about the Sea cave. What do you think he should wish for?
P46 What two different types of salt can Fionn taste on the scent of the candle?
P46-51 What do you think happened when Fionn lit the candle called Evelyn?
P52 Why did Fionn now mistrust the living room candle?

Chapter 5
P67 How does Fionn feel about the realisation that his mother never shared Arranmore’s secrets
with him?
Chapter 6
Is there a point in time where you would like to back to, and why?
Design the candle that might magically take you there?

Find the meaning of these words in the passage
Aria page 69
Lure page 70
Benevolent page 71
Serene page 71

Incarnate page 72
Reverence page 74
Mused page 76
Reverie page 83

P71 What are the four elements?
P72 Why does Fionn think that 5 clans, ‘is drastically optimistic?’
P77 Why was Fionn ‘halfway to a heart attack?’
P87 Alva Cannon is talking to Fionn, ‘Just the Summer?’ What is she referring to, or wondering

Chapter 7
What is the meaning of these words and phrases?
P89 Envy? P93 obsidian eyes?

P94 obsidian pinpoints?

P94/95 What has Fionn done?

Chapter 8
P104 Why do you think the man with the red beard has come to the Island?
Chapter 9
P110 ‘Be wary of everyone’, what does wary mean?
P110 read the last paragraph, starting from ‘That night…..
What is happening here?

Chapter 10
P118, top paragraph, What has Douglas Boyle just explained?
Can you find the meanings?
Gravitas p119

Viperous smile p120

Nemeses or not p131

Forget their enmity p131

Wield p 136

Deranged p 137

Who are these people and what do we know about each of them, what are their motives?
Elizabeth
Beasley

Dougles
Beasley

Ivan

Bartley
Beasley

Shelby
Beasley

Cormac

Alva
Cannon

Evelyn

Personality

Motives

Have a look at page 120-121 highlight all the list of questions, why is this list used by the author?
Highlight all the unpleasant words used by Elizabeth, what does this tell you about how she is acting
and what type of person she is?

Chapter 12
Why does Grandad say that he doesn’t ‘know where Amelia Erhart went?’
Have a go at the Connections sheet, some may turn up later!
Read to chapter 17- may take a couple of days

P199 Why does Fionn want the candle called Record Low Tide?
What do we know about the characters so far?
Name
Grandad
Fionn
Tara

Character traits

Chapter 19
What is the meaning in the paragraph of
Remorse

cerulean

The wind chaperones you? P237

P235 What does this mean? It might one day be his legacy?

Chapter 22
P264/265 Who or what is whispering to Fionn?
P275 Of the people on the cliff, can you join up the characters to their feelings?
Fionn

worried about her brother

Tara

jealous, wants wishes for herself

Shelby

exposed as a Soulseeker

Bartley

worried about Fionn

Elizabeth Beasley

exhausted, upset, worried about Grandad.

Ivan

selfish, has been manipulated.

Douglas Beasley

arrived as back up

P285 What do you imagine ‘ The Whispering Tree told Cormac?’
P293 ‘Stepped onto the most dangerous lifeboat’ why has this been used? Can a lifeboat be
dangerous?

Did you enjoy this book?
Can you research other books by Catherine Doyle? Write a review for the School website so
that other children may want to read this book too? Well done!!

